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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which command would a FlexPod administrator use to determine
whether an FC initiator has logged on to the fabric?
A. MDS9148&gt;show fcc
B. MDS9148&gt;show flogi database
C. MDS9148&gt;show fcfwd
D. MDS9148&gt;show fcdomain
Answer: B
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Answer: B
Explanation:
With AWS IAM a user is creating an application which runs on an
EC2 instance and makes requests to AWS, such as DynamoDB or S3
calls. Here it is recommended that the user should not create
an IAM user and pass the user's credentials to the application
or embed those credentials inside the application. Instead, the
user should use roles for EC2 and give that role access to
DynamoDB/S3. When the roles are attached to EC2, it will give
temporary security credentials to the application hosted on
that EC2, to connect with DynamoDB/S3.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Northern Trail Outfitters is using a mobile campaign to collect
email addresses of interested subscribers. Using AMPScript's
API functions they will send a confirmation email when an email
is texted into their short code.
Which two objects are required to successfully create a
TriggeredSend object? Choose 2 answers
A. Contact
B. TriggeredSendDefinition
C. Attribute
D. Subscribers
Answer: A,B
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